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Abstract
A recent analyƟcal model describing the post-buckling behaviour of an I-secƟon strut experiencing
strong axis global–local buckling interacƟon is extended to invesƟgate the eﬀects of modifying the strut
geometry. Using a combinaƟon of analyƟcal and ﬁnite element (FE) methods, the global slenderness is
varied parametrically to determine the regions of interacƟve behaviour. The eﬀects of stress relieved
iniƟal global imperfecƟons are also invesƟgated. It is observed that the strut can exhibit one of ﬁve
disƟncƟve post-buckling behaviours, the geometries for which are idenƟﬁed. The strut can exhibit local
buckling only, global buckling only, global–local buckling interacƟon with either the global or the local
buckling mode being triggered ﬁrst, or the criƟcal case where both global and local buckling modes are
triggered simultaneously. The strut is found to be highly sensiƟve to iniƟal imperfecƟons in the interac-
Ɵve region, and the implicaƟons that this has on the design and the pracƟcal use of such components
are discussed.
1. IntroducƟon
The use of thin-walled steel structural components is widespread in the engineering industry and are
oŌen prone to complex failure mechanisms that can be extremely diﬃcult to predict, with potenƟally
dangerous consequences. Geometric eﬀects and iniƟal imperfecƟons can also have a large impact on
the behaviour of thin-walled steel structural components due to their relaƟvely low self-weight and vul-
nerability to structural instability (van der Neut, 1969; Thompson & Hunt, 1973; Becque & Rasmussen,
2009a; Wadee & Gardner, 2012; Wadee & Bai, 2014; Wadee & Farsi, 2014a). In the current paper,
the authors’ previous work (Liu & Wadee, 2015) is extended to analyse the eﬀects of modifying the
geometry of an elasƟc I-secƟon strut, under pure compression and potenƟally suﬀering from strong
axis global–local buckling interacƟon. An analyƟcal model describing the post-buckling behaviour of
the strut is derived previously (Liu & Wadee, 2015) and is summarized brieﬂy. The model is used to
conduct a parametric study, invesƟgaƟng the eﬀects of modifying the global slenderness, using a com-
binaƟon of analyƟcal and FE methods. IniƟally, the length of a perfect, elasƟc strut, with no geometric
or material imperfecƟons is considered. The eﬀect of an iniƟal global out-of-straightness imperfecƟon
is subsequently invesƟgated.
It is found that there are four disƟnct regions of post-buckling behaviour that can be idenƟﬁed while
changing the strut length. For the case where the global buckling load is much greater than the local
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buckling load (i.e. for short columns), local buckling is dominant, and conversely when the global buck-
ling load is much less than the local buckling load (i.e. for long columns), global buckling is dominant.
An interacƟve region can be deﬁned in between these two, where strong axis global–local mode inter-
acƟon is observed. This region can also be sub-divided into one part where the local buckling mode
is criƟcal and a second part where the global buckling mode is criƟcal. The diﬀerent characterisƟcs of
each region are examined in detail and subsequently discussed.
2. AnalyƟcal Model
The elevaƟon and cross-secƟon of the strut under consideraƟon, along with the notaƟon used, are
shown in Fig. 1. It is constructed from a linearly elasƟc, homogeneous and isotropic material and is
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Figure 1: An I-secƟon strut under axial load P in elevaƟon (leŌ) and cross-secƟon (right).
assumed that theweaker y-axis is braced against buckling; the strut is therefore forced to buckle globally
about the x-axis and the load is applied concentrically as shown. IniƟally, a long strut is considered for
the analyƟcal model, therefore it is assumed that buckling in the global mode occurs ﬁrst.
The analyƟcal model begins by deﬁning the funcƟons used to describe the global and local buckling
shapes. The global mode is decomposed into two components such that shear strains can be taken into
account,W (z) for ‘sway’ and (z) ‘Ɵlt’, with magnitudes qs and qt deﬁning their respecƟve amplitudes.
AddiƟonally, the displacementsW0(z) and 0(z) are also deﬁned to represent their respecƟve stress-
relieved global iniƟal imperfecƟons with iniƟal displacements qs0 and qt0, thus:
W (z) = qsL sin
z
L

; (z) = qt cos
z
L

;
W0(z) = qs0L sin
z
L

; 0(z) = qt0 cos
z
L

: (2.1)
Local modes are also deﬁned for the out-of-plane and in-plane deﬂecƟons of the ﬂange. The in-plane
mode is assumed to be constant in the x-axis and varies linearly in the y-axis, in keeping with Timo-
shenko beam theory; this is used in the current formulaƟon since shear has been shown to be essenƟal
for capturing interacƟve buckling behaviour (Wadee et al., 2010). The local out-of-plane deﬂecƟon
shapes are selected such that they give a good representaƟon of the deﬂected shape of the element in
the transverse direcƟon, while also saƟsfying the boundary condiƟons given by the joints in the cross-
secƟon. The local buckling modes can be expressed mathemaƟcally thus:
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where u is an in-plane deﬂecƟon and w is an out-of-plane deﬂecƟon. The subscript ‘fl’ indicates a
local ﬂange deﬂecƟon and subscript ‘wl’ indicates a local web deﬂecƟon. Both global and local buckling
modes are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Buckling modes for the I-secƟon strut: (a)–(b) the sway and Ɵlt components of the global buckling
mode, (c)–(d) the in-plane and out-of-plane local ﬂange and web deﬂecƟons and (e) a cross-secƟon view of the
out-of-plane local ﬂange and web deﬂecƟons.
2.1. Total potenƟal energy
The total potenƟal energyV is a summaƟon of several energy components of the strut, each formulated
separately and presented currently. The complete derivaƟon can be found in the authors’ previous
work (Liu & Wadee, 2015) but is not presented here for brevity. Note also that as the strut buckles in
the global mode ﬁrst, one ﬂange will always be in more compression than the other, shown in Fig. 2(b)
and (e). It is therefore assumed that no local displacements occur in the less compressed ﬂange during
post-buckling. First, the strain energy stored in bendingUB due to global buckling about the strong axis
is given by the expression:
UB = 2
Z L
0
EIf
2
d2W
dz2  
d2W0
dz2
2
dz; (2.5)
where If = bt3f/12 being the secondmoment of area of the ﬂange about its local neutral x-axis withW
andW0 being deﬁned in both EquaƟon (2.1) and Fig. 2(a). Note that the global bending energy has been
mulƟplied by two to account for both top and boƩom ﬂanges. The local bending energy contribuƟons
from the ﬂange Ubf and from the web Ubw are determined by the respecƟve expressions:
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The parametersDf = Et3f/[12(1  2)] andDw = Et3w/[12(1  2)] represent the ﬂexural rigidiƟes
of the ﬂange and web respecƟvely. The funcƟons wfl and wwl are the out-of-plane deﬂecƟon shapes
for the ﬂange and web, previously deﬁned in EquaƟon (2.4). The membrane energy from direct strain
in the ﬂanges can be found from the expression:
Umf =
1
2
Etf
Z L
0
Z b/2
 b/2
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2z1 + 
2
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
dx dz; (2.7)
where the direct strain components in the less andmore compressed ﬂanges (associatedwith subscripts
2 and 1 respecƟvely) are given by the expressions:
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where dots denote diﬀerenƟaƟon with respect to z. Note that the more compressed ﬂange has no
local buckling terms since it is assumed to experience no local buckling throughout the post-buckling
process. The local buckling terms present in the strain expression for the more compressed ﬂange are
derived from von Kármán plate theory (Timoshenko & Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959). Similarly, the direct
strain energy contribuƟon to the total potenƟal energy from the web is deﬁned by the expression:
Uw =
1
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where the total direct strain in the web is given by the expression:
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Here, ut = −(y + h/2)(   0), which gives a linear distribuƟon of the Ɵlt component for the global
buckling mode with a magnitude of zero at the neutral axis. The shear strain energy contribuƟon from
the more compressed ﬂange is deﬁned:
Um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1
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Gtf
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0
Z b/2
 b/2
2xz dx dz; (2.11)
where the ﬂange shear strain term xz is:
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: (2.12)
This expression can be simpliﬁed by noƟng that the ﬂange in-plane displacement ufl is uniform in x and
hence the ﬁrst term is zero. Note that there is no shear strain energy arising from the less compressed
ﬂange since it is assumed to undergo no local deﬂecƟons during post-buckling. The potenƟal energy
contribuƟon due to shear strain in the web is given by the expression:
Um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1
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Gtw
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where the shear strain in the web yz is deﬁned:
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Note that in EquaƟon (2.12), the ﬁrst two terms that appear in EquaƟon (2.14) are omiƩed from the
shear strain expression for the ﬂange since the diﬀerence between the qs and qt terms is very small in
the ﬂange because it is thin.
The work done by the load term contribuƟng to the total potenƟal energy is expressed as the load P
mulƟplied by the distance moved by the load in the same direcƟon and is wriƩen thus:
PE = P
Z L
0

q2s
2
2
cos2
z
L

  1
2
_uw +

dz: (2.15)
The individual components presented in EquaƟons (2.5)–(2.15) can be accumulated to give the total
potenƟal energy in its most general form thus:
V = UB + Ubf + Ubw + Umf + Umw + Umf + Umw   PE : (2.16)
2.2. Modelling simpliﬁcaƟon
A relaƟonship between the out-of-plane displacements in the longitudinal direcƟonof the ﬂangewf and
the web ww can be established to simplify the model signiﬁcantly. By considering the two deﬂecƟons,
a scaling parameter  is deﬁned such that ww(z) = wf (z). The parameter  is determined by the
rigidity of the joint connecƟng the ﬂange and the web, which gives the result  =  h/(b)  0 if
the joint is assumed to provide full rotaƟonal conƟnuity; in reality this is an upper bound on the joint
sƟﬀness. By calibraƟng the local buckling load given by the analyƟcal model with the load given by the
FE model (described later), it is established that  = 0:650  c gives the most numerically accurate
descripƟon of the rigidity of the ﬂange–web joint. In this way, the two out-of-plane displacements can
be replaced by a single funcƟon w, where w = wf = ww/. AddiƟonally, the in-plane displacements
can be simpliﬁed by the relaƟonship u = uf = uw, found by simply imposing conƟnuity of the in-plane
displacement at the ﬂange–web joints. The number of funcƟons that need to be solved are therefore
reduced signiﬁcantly, simplifying the equaƟons and increasing computaƟonal eﬃciency.
2.3. Governing equaƟons
The governing equaƟons of equilibrium can be obtained from V by performing the well known pro-
cedure of the calculus of variaƟons by expressing V in its Lagrangian form (Hunt & Wadee, 1998) as
follows:
V =
Z L
0
L ( w; _w;w; _u; u; z) dz; (2.17)
with the ﬁrst variaƟon being wriƩen as:
V =
Z L
0

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 _w +
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@w
w +
@L
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 _u+
@L
@u
u

dz: (2.18)
Equilibrium is deﬁned when V is staƟonary, thus to ﬁnd the governing equaƟons, the ﬁrst variaƟon
must vanish for all small changes ofw and u, resulƟng in the Euler–Lagrange equaƟons which comprise
a fourth order nonlinear ordinary diﬀerenƟal equaƟon (ODE) in w and a second order nonlinear ODE in
u:
d2
dz2

@L
@ w

  ddz

@L
@ _w

+
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= 0;
d
dz

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@ _u

  @L
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= 0: (2.19)
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Corresponding integral equaƟons can also be derived by considering the ﬁrst derivaƟve of V with re-
spect to the generalized coordinates qs and qt, and addiƟonally the total end shortening. Note that
the global buckling load P Co can be determined from considering the Hessian matrix of V of the total
potenƟal energy, which is singular at the global criƟcal load P Co . This leads to the expression:
P Co =
2EIf
2
L2
+
G(twh+ 6tfb)
1 + 6tfb/(twh) + 12GL2/(E2h2)
: (2.20)
3. The Finite Element Model
Varying the length of the strut is anƟcipated to have an eﬀect on the relaƟve global and local buckling
loads of the strut, implying that for some lengths, local buckling could become criƟcal. The analyƟcal
model presented currently can be applied to the case where global buckling is criƟcal. However, if the
model were to be extended to accommodate cases where local buckling is criƟcal, the equaƟons be-
comemore complex and diﬃcult to solve. Given that FEmodels constructed in the commercial soŌware
package AØçÝ (2014) have previously provided a successful comparison to similar analyƟcal models,
parƟcularly for the ulƟmate loads (Wadee & Farsi, 2014b; Liu &Wadee, 2015), it is acceptably accurate
and much more convenient in the current case to use FE in the parametric study for cases where local
buckling is criƟcal.
A four-noded shell element with reduced integraƟon is selected from the AØçÝ library (S4R) which
allows the elements to bend in double curvature and has been shown previously to be applicable to
problems with geometric nonlineariƟes (Becque & Rasmussen, 2009b). The strut is meshed with a
uniformelement size of 10mmin the longitudinal direcƟon and 5mmin the transverse direcƟon andhas
been previously demonstrated to provide a suﬃcient degree of accuracy for acceptable computaƟonal
costs (Liu & Wadee, 2015). The strut is created in three individual parts: the two ﬂanges and the web
with the centreline of the top and boƩom ﬂanges being Ɵed rigidly to the top and boƩom edges of the
web using the *TIE constraint. Only one half of the strut is modelled with symmetry imposed at mid-
span using the keyword *ZSYMM to reduce computaƟonal costs, while also matching the symmetrical
boundary condiƟon imposed by the analyƟcal model. A simply supported boundary condiƟon is also
imposed at the end of the strut and the load is applied as a concentrated force at the centroid of the
cross-secƟon.
4. SoluƟon Strategy
The governing equaƟons derived from the total potenƟal energy presented in the previous secƟon are
used to conduct the parametric study, for the cases where global buckling is criƟcal. Since the resulƟng
equaƟons are too complex to be solved by hand, the conƟnuaƟon and bifurcaƟon soŌware AçãÊ-07Ö
(Doedel &Oldeman, 2011) is used to ﬁnd numerical soluƟons to the set of equaƟons. For computaƟonal
eﬃciency, only one half of the strut is solved, with a symmetric boundary condiƟon imposed at mid-
span; a reasonable assumpƟon for long struts that buckle criƟcally in the global mode (Hunt & Wadee,
1998). First, the perfect strut is invesƟgated, thus all terms in the equaƟon associated with an iniƟal
imperfecƟon (i.e. qs0 and qt0) are set to zero. The length is then varied parametrically in AçãÊ-07Ö using
its conƟnuaƟon funcƟonality and for each case the post-buckling path can be found. The change in
global slenderness is anƟcipated to aﬀect the global buckling load but have an insigniﬁcant inﬂuence
on the local buckling load of the strut, thus varying the post-buckling behaviour and criƟcal modes
of buckling. When the length is such that global and local buckling loads are close, it is anƟcipated
that interacƟve behaviour will be observed and the length where global and local buckling loads are
coincident is deﬁned as Lc. When the lengths are such that the global and local buckling loads are
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very diﬀerent, it is expected that addiƟonal issues, such as plasƟc deformaƟons, will begin to appear
before any interacƟon is observed. In this way, the lengths Lo and Ll can be determined, denoƟng the
boundaries where global buckling or local buckling only are observed in the elasƟc range, respecƟvely.
The study for struts that have a length inducing criƟcal local buckling are conducted in the FE soŌware
AØçÝ using a linear eigenvalue analysis, which are then input as iniƟal geometric imperfecƟons into
a nonlinear Riks (1979) analysis. In order to make fair comparisons between the FE and analyƟcal mod-
els for the perfect strut, these geometric imperfecƟons must be kept to be as small as possible; the
imperfecƟons may therefore be considered to be a perturbaƟon only for the purposes of triggering
the iniƟal instability such that post-buckling analysis for the strut may be conducted. It is found that a
nominal global imperfecƟon of L/80000 and a nominal local imperfecƟon of tf/600 are suﬃcient to
ensure buckling is observed in the strut for most lengths. However, it may be necessary to increase
these imperfecƟons by a small amount to simulate buckling in the shorter struts.
The eﬀect of a signiﬁcant iniƟal global geometric imperfecƟon on the strut is also considered and in-
corporated into the parametric study. The iniƟal normalized out-of-straightness amplitude qs0 (and by
implicaƟon qt0) is increased parametrically in AçãÊ-07Ö to the values of 1/1500 and 1/500, represent-
ing the measured and design manufacturing tolerances given by previous studies and design guidelines
(EN1993-1-1, BS, 2005; EN10210, BS, 2006). This can also be simulated in the FE model by increas-
ing the nominal global imperfecƟon to L/1500 and L/500, respecƟvely. The parametric study is then
repeated for the more imperfect struts to observe the eﬀects of each iniƟal imperfecƟon.
4.1. DeﬂecƟon and strain criteria for failure
The lengthsLo andLl are deﬁned as when unacceptably high deformaƟons develop in the strut before
any mode interacƟon is observed in the elasƟc range. Hitherto, the strut is assumed to remain elasƟc
and a deﬂecƟon based criterion is used to deﬁne the point where the excessive deﬂecƟons render the
strut in violaƟon with serviceability requirements. To deﬁne Lo when global buckling is criƟcal, this
study is based on an arbitrary value of qDsL as a large global lateral deﬂecƟon; i.e.when qs > qDs , which
is deﬁned currently as qDs = 1/100, and the local buckling mode is yet to be acƟvated, the strut can be
considered to be buckling in a purely global mode. Similarly, when local buckling is criƟcal and the path
is weakly stable, the ulƟmate load is considered to be reached when the out-of-plane deﬂecƟon of the
cross-secƟon at midspan exceeds 3tf , while in the elasƟc range.
However, for deﬁning the length Ll, it is highly important for pracƟcal design to know when actual
plasƟcity is seen in the component. This is especially important when local buckling is criƟcal since
it is well known that failure mechanisms are governed by plasƟcity in stocky columns and by elasƟc
buckling in more slender columns. Moreover, the columns considered currently have very high relaƟve
global slendernesses even when local buckling is criƟcal. PlasƟcity is much more likely to aﬀect the
load carrying capacity of the strut for cases where local buckling is criƟcal since the strains within the
locally buckled ﬂange or web plates are likely to exceed the material yield stress at some stage. It
is therefore useful to deﬁne an addiƟonal strain based criterion to idenƟfy the ulƟmate loads where
the plasƟc strains are ﬁrst observed, for the case where local buckling is criƟcal. A high yield stress
of y = 960N/mm2 is used, parƟally to keep elasƟcity consideraƟons as the primary focus but also
to reﬂect the recently increasing popularity of using high strength steels in the thin-walled structures
industry (Günther, 2005). PlasƟc deformaƟon of the strut is considered to occur when any element of
the strut mesh in AØçÝ exceeds the yield stress, and this criterion can also be used to determine the
ulƟmate load of the strut. A sketch of the results from the parametric variaƟons is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Sketch of the parametric variaƟons found while varying the strut length where (a) global buckling is
criƟcal and (b) where local buckling is criƟcal. The material is assumed to have a yield stress y = 960N/mm2
and the quanƟƟes qUs and wUmax represent the global and local buckling displacement at the ulƟmate load, the
limiƟng global buckling amplitude qDs = 1/100.
5. Numerical results
Numerical computaƟons are conducted in AçãÊ-07Ö and the eﬀect of varying the strut lengthL is exam-
ined. The material and cross-secƟonal geometric properƟes of the strut are kept constant throughout
the study and are as presented in Table 1. A length of 4000mm is used to begin the parametric study,
Table 1: Geometric and material properƟes of the strut.
Young’s Modulus E 210000N/mm2
Poisson’s RaƟo  0:3
Flange breadth b 90mm
Flange thickness tf 2:4mm
Web thickness tw 2:4mm
Web height h 100mm
which has been previously shown to buckle in the global mode ﬁrst (Liu & Wadee, 2015). The global
mode is acƟvated at a criƟcal point C and is neutrally stable, before destabilizing at a secondary bifurca-
Ɵon point S, where local buckling is also triggered and interacts with the global mode. Sketches of the
equilibrium paths observed are shown in Fig. 4.
The conƟnuaƟon funcƟon in AçãÊ-07Ö is then uƟlized to vary the length of the strut parametrically from
this exisƟng soluƟon. The parametric study reveals that strong axis global–localmode interacƟon occurs
between the strut lengths Ll < L < Lo, where Ll = 2646mm and Lo = 4950mm. The lengths that
fall outside of this region are classifed as not undergoing an interacƟve post-buckling response, using
the deﬂecƟon and strain based criterion discussed above. The criƟcal lengthLc is found to be 3340mm
by the analyƟcal model, and 3430mmby the FEmodel, a diﬀerence of only 2:6%. AtL = Lc, the global
and local buckling loads coincide and P Co = P Cl . This can be determined by observing the equilibrium
path for a strut length where the criƟcal and secondary bifurcaƟon points are coincident. The results of
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Figure 4: Sketches of the equilibrium paths previously observed for a case where (a) global buckling is criƟcal and
(b) local buckling is criƟcal. CriƟcal and secondary bifurcaƟon points are labelled C and S respecƟvely, perfect
case struts are shown in solid lines and struts with an iniƟal global imperfecƟon are shown with dashed lines.
the parametric study for these given geometries are presented in Fig. 5, which shows the load carrying
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Figure 5: Graph showing the ulƟmate loadPu versus the strut lengthL. The solid line represents the perfect elas-
Ɵc case, the dot-dashed line represents the perfect case including yielding and the dashed lines represent struts
with global out-of-straightness imperfecƟons, with qs0 = 1/1500 and qs0 = 1/500 that are labelled accordingly.
The verƟcal doƩed lines indicate the transiƟon lengths for the perfect case strut, separaƟng regions of diﬀerent
post-buckling responses. The curved doƩed line denotes when Pu = P Co .
capacity of the strutPu versus the strut lengthL. It can be observed thatwhen global buckling is criƟcal,
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i.e.when L > Lc, the ulƟmate load carrying capacity is equal to the global buckling load Pu = P Co , as
the global buckling mode is weakly stable. When local buckling is criƟcal, i.e.L < Lc, the load carrying
capacity Pu is able to reach higher loads than the local buckling load P Cl , as the local buckling mode
exhibits stable post-buckling behaviour in the elasƟc range. However, the load carrying capacity is not
able to reach the global buckling load P Co due to the strong axis global–local buckling interacƟon in the
region Ll < L < Lc, and it is also limited by the deﬂecƟon of the compression ﬂange wmax = 3tf for
even shorter, elasƟc struts of L < Ll, as indicated by the solid line. The graph also shows the results
for the parametric study, for the case where a yielding limit is taken into consideraƟon, shown by the
dot-dashed line. It is observed that when the yield stress is imposed, the load carrying capacity of the
strut is decreased for lower lengths and reaches a plateau at approximately Pu = 325 kN, which is only
50% of the squash load of the strut.
The eﬀects of iniƟal global imperfecƟons on the load carrying capacity are also invesƟgated. Figure 5
shows two dashed lines, indicaƟng the post-buckling behaviour of a strut with an iniƟal, stress relieved
global out-of-straightness of qs0 = 1/1500 and qs0 = 1/500, labelled accordingly. A lower load carrying
capacity is found as the magnitude of the iniƟal imperfecƟon increases, and it can be seen from Fig. 5
that this eﬀect is more pronounced in the region where global–local interacƟon is observed. This is
similar to the ﬁndings from earlier work by van der Neut (1969), where it was found the ‘imperfecƟon
sensiƟve’ regions are those where the global and local buckling loads are close.
The main graph in Fig. 6 shows a transformaƟon of Fig. 5 into a form similar to that presented by van
der Neut (1969), where the load carrying capacity Pu is ploƩed versus the global buckling load P Co for
struts varying in length; both axes are normalized with respect to the local buckling load P Cl , which re-
mains constant throughout since it is basically invariant with length (at least for the lengths considered
presently). Again, the elasƟc response is shown by the solid line, the response with the dot-dashed line
shows the case where the yield limit is imposed and the dashed lines show the response in the case
where iniƟal global imperfecƟons are present, labelled accordingly. The surrounding graphs show the
equilibrium paths of the strut in diﬀerent regions of the central graph, with strut lengths labelled. It
can be seen that at L = Lc = 3340mm, the global and local buckling loads are equal, with the criƟcal
and secondary bifurcaƟon points being triggered simultaneously. This results in an extremely unstable,
potenƟally explosive, post-buckling response. This reﬂects previous work conducted in the ﬁeld of in-
teracƟve buckling, where it has been said that the ‘most opƟmum’ design, i.e.when the buckling loads
are all very similar, can in fact have dangerous consequences and has been famously termed the ‘naive
opƟmum’ (Koiter & Pignataro, 1976).
For the range Lc < L < Lo, the equilibrium paths show a neutrally stable post-buckling path where
global buckling is triggered, followed by an unstable post-buckling path at a secondary bifurcaƟon point,
where local buckling is also triggered and interacts with the global mode. For the region Ll < L < Lc,
the equilibrium path shows an iniƟally stable post-buckling path where local buckling is triggered at the
criƟcal load. At a secondary bifurcaƟon point, global buckling is also triggered and the equilibrium path
becomes unstable. Outside of the interacƟve region, it can be seen that when L > Lo, the equilibrium
path shows a neutrally stable path, where only the global buckling mode is acƟve, and similarly when
L < Ll, the equilibrium path is stable, where only the local buckling mode is acƟve. The decrease
in load carrying capacity due to the global out-of-straightness imperfecƟons can be further observed
in Fig. 6. Note that the global imperfecƟon appears to have a much larger eﬀect on the post-buckling
path for the cases where global buckling is criƟcal; however, the imperfect struts yield more quickly and
therefore have a lower ulƟmate load than the perfect struts when the material stress limit is imposed,
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Figure 6: The main graph shows the ulƟmate load Pu of the strut versus the global buckling load P Co , both nor-
malized with respect to the local buckling load P Cl , for a variety of strut lengths. The solid line represents the
perfect elasƟc case, the dot-dashed line the case including material yield and the dashed lines are for where ini-
Ɵal global imperfecƟons exist, labelled accordingly with qs0 = 1/1500 and qs0 = 1/500. The surrounding graphs
correspond to equilibrium paths ploƩed for diﬀerent regions of the central graph, separated by the doƩed lines.
CriƟcal and secondary bifurcaƟon points are labelled ‘C’ and ‘S’ respecƟvely.
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Figure 7: Normalized lateral midspan displacement of the strut at the secondary bifurcaƟon point qSs for both
perfect struts (solid line) and struts with iniƟal global geometric imperfecƟons versus the strut length L. All
lengths of strut shown buckle in the global mode ﬁrst.
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Figure 8: Equilibrium paths showing the normalized load p = P/P Co versus the normalized midspan deﬂecƟon
qs, for two example struts with lengths (a) 4000mm and (b) 3500mm. CriƟcal bifurcaƟon points are marked C,
secondary bifurcaƟons are marked S and ulƟmate loads are marked U. Perfect and imperfect strut examples are
shown and labelled accordingly.
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parƟcularly aﬀecƟng the regions where local buckling is criƟcal.
Figure 7 shows the global midspan displacement of the strut at the secondary bifurcaƟon point qSs for
diﬀerent strut lengths where global buckling is criƟcal. It is observed that the midspan displacement
at the secondary instability reduces as the strut length approaches Lc. Global and local modes are
acƟvated simultaneously at length L = Lc, thus the global mode does not develop at all before the
local mode is also triggered at the same load. Consequently, the midspan displacement qSs is zero for
a strut of the criƟcal length. This phenomenon is further illustrated in Fig. 8 where the posiƟon of the
secondary bifurcaƟon point can be observed along all the equilibrium paths.
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Figure 9: Normalized lateral midspan displacement of the strut qUs at the ulƟmate load in perfect case struts (solid
line) and imperfect struts (dashed and dot-dashed lines) versus the strut length L. All lengths of strut shown
buckle in the global mode ﬁrst.
Struts with an iniƟal geometric global imperfecƟon have a larger midspan displacement at the sec-
ondary bifurcaƟon point, compared to the perfect case. This can be aƩributed to the global imperfec-
Ɵon having an eﬀect on the global buckling mode, decreasing its load carrying capacity. However, a
global iniƟal imperfecƟon would not necessarily have a large eﬀect on the local buckling mode. This
phenomenon is evidenced in the equilibrium paths ploƩed in Fig. 6, where the increase of qs0 has liƩle
eﬀect on the equilibrium paths for the case where local buckling only is present. As a result, the disƟnct
global and local buckling loads become further apart with an increasing global imperfecƟon. For the
case where global buckling is criƟcal, the midspan displacement would be more developed when the
secondary instability is reached, resulƟng in a higher qSs value. An addiƟonal consequence of the global
imperfecƟon is that global buckling basically remains dominant for shorter lengths. The increase in the
global buckling load for shorter struts is compensated by the decrease due to the global imperfecƟon,
causing the global buckling load to remain dominant for increasingly shorter lengths with a larger iniƟal
global imperfecƟon.
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Figure 9 shows the normalized global midspan deﬂecƟon at the ulƟmate load qUs versus the strut length.
Note that for the perfect case strut, qSs  qUs , as can be seenwhen comparing Figs. 7 and 9. It is observed
that qUs increases with the presence of an iniƟal global imperfecƟon. The midspan deﬂecƟon qs has a
non-zero value pre-buckling, as can be observed from Fig. 8, hence the equilibrium path is translated
along on the qs-axis, shiŌing the peak load simultaneously. Furthermore, it was observed in previous
work (Liu & Wadee, 2015) that with a suﬃciently large iniƟal global imperfecƟon, all equilibrium paths
converge to a neutrally stable state. Therefore, as this phenomenon develops, the ulƟmate load occurs
further along the post-buckling path for increasing iniƟal imperfecƟons, unƟl the imperfecƟon becomes
of suﬃcient magnitude such that a disƟnct peak load can no longer be observed. This eﬀect is more
pronounced for shorter lengths, as can be observed from Fig. 8; the large increase in qUs for imperfect
shorter lengths seen in Fig. 9 can also be aƩributed to this phenomenon.
Figure 10 shows themaximumout-of-plane displacement in the ﬂange at the secondary instability point
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Figure 10: The out-of-plane midspan displacement of the strut ﬂange wUmax at the secondary bifurcaƟon point,
in the perfect case strut (solid line) and at the ulƟmate load for the case of the imperfect struts (dashed and
dot-dashed lines), versus the strut length L. All lengths of strut shown buckle in the local mode ﬁrst.
(for the interacƟve cases) and at the material stress limit (for the cases where local buckling only is
found); all struts shown buckle in the local mode ﬁrst. The local buckling load is basically invariant with
strut length but the global buckling load increases as the strut length decreases, causing the two loads to
diverge. Therefore, the local mode and consequently the out-of-plane displacement undergoes more
development before the global buckling mode is acƟvated and the ulƟmate load carrying capacity is
reached. As the strut length decreases to less thanLl, the out-of-plane displacement ceases to develop
and reaches a plateau at approximately wUmax = 4:5mm, indicaƟng that the stress limit of the strut
material has been reached. The struts with an iniƟal geometric imperfecƟon reach this plateau with
longer lengths, as the elasƟc limit is reached soon aŌer the local mode develops. Note that for the
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lengths 2000mm to 2600mmwhere the elasƟc limit is reached and the maximummidspan deﬂecƟons
begin to converge, the soluƟons for diﬀerent imperfecƟons appear to cross over. This is aƩributed to
the meshing of the strut as well as the discreƟzaƟon of the soluƟon in AØçÝ, the wUmax values are
approximated to reduce computaƟonal costs. However, on comparison with the relaƟve magnitudes of
the wUmax values at strut lengths outside of this range, it can be said that the for the range 2000mm to
2600mm, wUmax in fact converges to the perfect case.
6. Conclusions
A set of parametric studies were conducted on an I-secƟon strut under uniform compression to study
the eﬀects of changing the length, using a combinaƟon of analyƟcal and FE models. The change in
length modiﬁes the relaƟve global and local buckling loads, and thus the criƟcal buckling mode of the
strut. For the cases where global buckling is criƟcal, an analyƟcal model is used, and for the case where
local buckling is criƟcal an FE model is used. A deﬂecƟon based criterion is used to deﬁne an elasƟc
interacƟve region, however an addiƟonal strain based criterion is also introduced to the struts where
local buckling is criƟcal, since their load carrying capaciƟes are much more likely to be aﬀected by the
eﬀects of high stresses in the buckled elements and hence failure from material rather than geometric
eﬀects. The parametric studies reveal that the strut length inﬂuences the post-buckling behaviour of
the strut, and it is found to exhibit one of ﬁve diﬀerent behaviours.
• A stable post-buckling path is found for L < Ll, when the strut buckles in the local mode only.
This would ulƟmately be limited by material failure of the plates where the stresses are highest.
• For Ll < L < Lc, a stable post-buckling path is found where only the local mode is triggered,
followed by an unstable path at a secondary bifurcaƟon point, where the global buckling mode
interacts with the local buckling mode. UlƟmately, failure would be dominated by elasƟc be-
haviour.
• For L  Lc, a highly unstable post-buckling path is found, Lc is the criƟcal length where the
global and local buckling loads are equal, which are therefore triggered simultaneously in the
post-buckling response. Failure is likely to occur within the elasƟc range and a highly unstable,
possibly explosive, post-buckling response is exhibited.
• For Lc < L < Lo, a neutrally stable iniƟal post-buckling path is found where only the global
mode is triggered, followed by an unstable path once a secondary bifurcaƟon point is triggered,
where the local buckling mode interacts with the global buckling mode. UlƟmately, the failure
would be dominated by elasƟc behaviour.
• For L > Lo, a neutrally stable post-buckling path is found, when the strut buckles in the global
mode only. This would ulƟmately be limited by either yielding of the extreme ﬁbres or by ser-
viceability criteria (i.e. excessive deﬂecƟons).
The casewhereL  Lc should be avoided in design owing to the dangerous nature of the post-buckling
path. The eﬀects of the presence of an iniƟal geometric out-of-straightness in the strut was also anal-
ysed, and it was found that this region is highly sensiƟve to iniƟal imperfecƟons. This further emphasizes
the dangers of designing components such that global and local buckling loads lie close together.
The current study and methodology can be extended to invesƟgate the eﬀects of changing other ge-
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ometries aﬀecƟng the local slenderness of the strut (for example, cross-secƟon heights, widths and
thicknesses), as well as the eﬀects of iniƟal geometric local imperfecƟons. Further parametric studies
are currently being conducted and the authors hope to present these in the near future.
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